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Shocking Bad, dont get it folks. Shocking Bad, dont get it folks. This game is not awesome, and I can say that after how long
I've played it, the gas is used too fast, after so long it becomes tedious fixing potholes in the road, or struggling to find what
gravel you need because the developers were too lazy to mark them! Save your $10 and buy yourself something useful! I'm not
happy at all, quite frankly disappointed, I'm getting a refund ud83dudc4eud83cudffb. This game looks like it is 10 years old and
has bugs all over the place (e.g. what do you do when you get stuck on the guard rail which happens all the time!) Refunded..
This game is not awesome, and I can say that after how long I've played it, the gas is used too fast, after so long it becomes
tedious fixing potholes in the road, or struggling to find what gravel you need because the developers were too lazy to mark
them! Save your $10 and buy yourself something useful! I'm not happy at all, quite frankly disappointed, I'm getting a refund
ud83dudc4eud83cudffb. this game is not that good you do not have any money to buy anything to grt started. construction sim
2015 is more fun to play then this game. you do get what you pay for this game.. this game is not that good you do not have any
money to buy anything to grt started. construction sim 2015 is more fun to play then this game. you do get what you pay for this
game.. This game looks like it is 10 years old and has bugs all over the place (e.g. what do you do when you get stuck on the
guard rail which happens all the time!) Refunded.
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